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1: Icons of the Desert: Early Aboriginal Paintings from Papunya, SOLD OUT - Grey Gallery
Icons of the Desert brings together forty-nine extraordinary paintingsâ€”including some of the earliest and finest
boardsâ€”as well as later works, created by leading Papunya artists Clifford Possum Tjapaltjarri, Johnny Warangkula
Tjupurrula, and Mick Namarari Tjapaltjarri, among others.

Sophronius , the Patriarch of Jerusalem â€” Most of the information in this section is taken from this source.
Saint Mary, also known as Maria Aegyptiaca, was born somewhere in the Province of Egypt , and at the age of
twelve she ran away from her parents to the city of Alexandria. Here she lived an extremely dissolute life.
After seventeen years of this lifestyle, she traveled to Jerusalem for the Great Feasts of the Exaltation of the
Holy Cross. She undertook the journey as a sort of "anti- pilgrimage ," stating that she hoped to find in the
pilgrim crowds at Jerusalem even more partners in her lust. She paid for her passage by offering sexual favors
to other pilgrims , and she continued her habitual lifestyle for a short time in Jerusalem. Her Vita relates that
when she tried to enter the Church of the Holy Sepulchre for the celebration, she was barred from doing so by
an unseen force. Realizing that this was because of her impurity, she was struck with remorse, and upon seeing
an icon of the Theotokos the Virgin Mary outside the church, she prayed for forgiveness and promised to give
up the world i. Then she attempted again to enter the church, and this time was permitted in. After venerating
the relic of the true cross , she returned to the icon to give thanks, and heard a voice telling her, "If you cross
the Jordan, you will find glorious rest. The next morning, she crossed the Jordan and retired to the desert to
live the rest of her life as a hermit in penitence. She took with her only three loaves of bread, and once they
were gone, lived only on what she could find in the wilderness. When he unexpectedly met her in the desert,
she was completely naked and almost unrecognizable as human. She asked him to meet her at the banks of the
Jordan, on Holy Thursday of the following year, and bring her Holy Communion. When he fulfilled her wish,
she crossed the river to get to him by walking on the surface of the water, and received Holy Communion,
telling him to meet her again in the desert the following Lent. According to an inscription written in the sand
next to her head, she had died on the very night he had given her Communion and had been somehow
miraculously transported to the place he found her, and her body was preserved incorrupt. He buried her body
with the assistance of a passing lion. On returning to the monastery he related her life story to the brethren,
and it was preserved among them as oral tradition until it was written down by St. The dates given above
correspond to those in the Catholic Encyclopedia. The Bollandists place her death in , others give the date of
her death as see Orthodox Wiki article, below or see Prolog from Ohrid, April 1. The only clue given in her
Vita is the fact that the day of her repose was April 1, which is stated to be Holy Thursday , meaning that
Easter fell on April 4 that year. If one consults a perpetual calendar that is keyed to the Julian Calendar the one
in use at the time , one finds that there are 24 years [7] in the relevant centuries on which April 1 occurs on a
Thursday. That is consistent with the Orthodox date for her death in , when Easter was on April 3. It is notable
that the Synaxarion states that Zosimas lived during the reign of the Emperor Theodosius the Younger , [10]
who reigned from to According to tradition, Zosimas lived almost a hundred years, dying in the sixth century,
and the Vita states that he was fifty-three years old when he met Saint Mary. In iconography , Saint Mary of
Egypt is depicted as a deeply tanned, emaciated old woman with unkempt gray hair, either naked or covered
by the mantle she borrowed from Zosimas. She is often shown with the three loaves of bread she bought
before undertaking her journey into the desert. Her feast day is kept by the Orthodox according to the Fixed
Cycle on April 1. On the Moveable Cycle , the Orthodox Church also commemorates her on the fifth Sunday
of Great Lent , [11] on which day it is customary for the priest to bless dried fruit after the Divine Liturgy. In
Italy, this Mary became associated with the patronage of fallen women much like Mary Magdalene , to whom
similar traits were associated. There are a number of churches or chapels dedicated to Saint Mary of Egypt,
among them:
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2: Icons of the Desert : Roger Benjamin :
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

John the Baptist â€” the Angel of the Desert, with 12 hagiographical border scenes Antique Russian icon. End
of the 18th â€” early 19th century. The oklad has partially darkened. Diagram of the border scenes: The given
piece of hand-painted Orthodox icons of saints depicts John the Baptist also known as the Forerunner â€” the
last Old Testament Prophet who preached the coming of Christ into the world and baptized Him in the waters
of the Jordan. John is mentioned in all four Gospels, in the Book of Acts, and in early Christian apocrypha.
According to the Gospel of Luke Luke 1: His forthcoming conception was proclaimed by the Archangel
Gabriel who appeared to Zachariah during his prayer in the Temple. Disbelieving the prophecy, Zachariah
asked the Archangel to prove his words; as a result, the man was made mute and could not speak until the
birth of his son. The Gospels do not mention the meeting of Zachariah and Elizabeth. Even in the oldest
surviving hand-painted icons of the Nativity of John the Baptist, we see the depiction of Zachariah naming his
son: Elizabeth died forty days after in a cave, and the Infant John was raised in the desert by an Angel until the
day he was called by God to preach. Even Christ, being sinless, accepted Baptism from the hands of John,
which became an integral part of the Salvation of Mankind. Openly condemning King Herod for his
incestuous marriage to Herodiada, the great saint was thrown into prison and later â€” beheaded. According to
the apocryphal Gospel of Nicodemus, after his execution, Saint John preached the coming of Christ to the
dead in Hades. According to church tradition, the Head of John the Baptist was discovered by two monks in
4th century Jerusalem. Hagiographical hand-painted Orthodox icons of Saint John the Baptist have been
known since the end of the 14th century and can be characterized by a large number of iconographic
variations. The given piece of antique Russian icons of saints has quite a standard selection and number of
border scenes. In Russian icon art , such hand-painted Orthodox icons of John the Baptist became widespread
in the 16th century, often as centerpieces of hagiographical saint icons. The given antique Russian icon
belongs to one of the leading religious icon art movements of the late 18th â€” early 19th century, which
evolved among the Old Believers and yearned to retain Stroganov traditions. Religious icon painters,
belonging to the movement, brought back the gold background, the static state of the figures, the graphic base
and locality of the colors traditional for that iconography. The fact that this antique Russian icon was held by
the Old Believers is attested to not only by the traditional artwork but also by the use of an old panel that could
have been kept as a family relic. Such religious icon paintings, the paintwork of which was lost through
generations, were often repainted, with the old image being replaced by a new Festive scene or the patron saint
of the commissioner. The oklad is made in the likeness of a frame, completely covering the religious icon
borders, with a separate cover plate placed on the centerpiece. The style of the cover allows us to establish the
time of its creation â€” the late 18th â€” early 19th century. Baroque influence is evident in the floral
ornamentation, with the large leaves and pearl-like frames; yet the dry and ordered composition, the symmetry
of the graphic work and the cartouches â€” all attest to a strong classicist influence.
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3: Desert Icons - 1, free vector icons
Icons of the Desert is an exhibition catalog produced by the Herbert F. Johnson Museum of Art at Cornell University for
a show featuring forty-nine "dot-paintings" produced by Aboriginal artists from the settlement of Panpunya.

Publications Icons of the Desert: Early Aboriginal Paintings from Papunya Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people are respectfully advised that the work of deceased persons appears on this website, and that
this may cause distress. In , at Papunya, a government-established Aboriginal community in Central Australia,
a Sydney- based schoolteacher provided a group of men with the tools and the encouragement to paint. The
exhibition and catalogue were organized by the Herbert F. In , at Papunya, a government-established
Aboriginal relief camp in the Central Australian desert, the Sydney school teacher Geoffrey Bardon provided a
group of ranking Aboriginal men with the tools and the encouragement to paint. The resulting works became
the first paintings ever to systematically transfer the imagery of their culture to a permanent surface. The
visual qualities of these so-called Papunya boards of which only or so were ever made make them a unique
body of work. Not only are these works tremendously significant as bearers of cultural meaning, but they are
painted with a skill and inventiveness that has caused them to be admired and collected the world over, said
Andrew C. The Australian Aboriginal worldview is based on Tjukurrpa, or the Dreaming, a belief that the
world was formed by creator ancestors who shaped the land, made all living things, and laid out the moral
code for human conduct. The many Dreamings that relate to specific geographical features, animals, plants,
and the elements are the collective responsibility of numerous Indigenous Nations who ensure their
preservation for future generations in song, story, and imagery. However, key senior painters have granted
permission for American audiences to view these works. A fully illustrated exhibition catalogue is available
from Cornell University Press. The catalogue includes contributions by prominent scholars and historians
present during the movements early years. Papunya is an indigeneous settlement km north-west of Alice
Springs in the Northern Territory, Australia. Papunya is on aboriginal land and a permit is required to visit.
Papunya was established by the Australian government in the mid a as an administrative center for the
Aboriginal people who had moved in from the desert. Current population of Papunya is approximately
Professor Benjamin is the chief contributor and edited the volume with Andrew C. Johnson Museum of Art.
This exhibition and its programs at the Johnson Museum are made possible by generous grants from the Actus
Foundation and the Cornell Council for the Arts. Stay Up To Date Sign up for our email list. Get the Grey in
your feed.
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4: ICONS OF VINYL TOUR
Credits. Organized by the Johnson Museum, Icons of the Desert will travel to the Fowler Museum of Cultural History at
the University of California, Los Angeles (May 3 - August 2) and the Grey Art Gallery at New York University (September
1 - December 5).

Drawn from a collection assembled over the last fifteen years by John and Barbara Wilkerson, the exhibition
contains fifty works, all but a handful of them executed during the first eighteen months of painting activity at
Papunya in and This efflorescence of creativity, experimentation, and sheer painterly brilliance would be hard
to come by anywhere in the world, and to see it here in the United States was a privilege and a highly refined
pleasure. Added to the glory of the collection itself was a large ground painting executed over three days prior
by Bobby West Tjupurrula, Ray James Tjangala, and Joseph Jurra Tjapaltjarri, who were all on hand for the
event. In doing so, it demonstrated the continuity of the traditions and the living vibrancy of Pintupi aesthetics
over the passage of time. After the sand was laid down, the artists drew the circle-and-line design in it before
filling the expanse with the plant material. Each of these three papers represents an ongoing research efforts by
its author. Out of respect for the developing character of that research and the rights to the ideas contained
therein, I will refrain from summarizing their remarks in detail. The catalog, which contains in its American
edition full color illustrations of all the work in the show, also offers contributions by Hetti Perkins and Dick
Kimber. Nine of the paintings in the exhibition have been deemed too dangerous for viewing by Indigenous
women and uninitiated men and will be excluded from the version of the catalog to be distributed in Australia.
Benjamin, whose scholarly reputation has heretofore rested on studies of modern French painting and
Orientalism, brings the perspective of a Western art historian to bear on the works in the exhibition. The early
boards are each the product of a single hand, unlike the ceremonial creations that preceded them or some of
the later large canvases in which the owner of a story was assisted in the execution of a sprawling design by
his kinsmen. These two paintings are visible at the extreme right in the photograph of the installation above.
Benjamin speculates that there may be causal links between the unusually heavy rains and flooding that
occurred around Papunya in the winter of and the creation of these works. Sweeney is a natural orator with a
gift for the spine-tingling and the throat-tightening. Detail of the Kiwirrkura story Those formal events,
though, were only one part of the magic that we experienced in Ithaca. Over the four days that we were there
we had the chance to reconnect with old friends and acquaintances. Luke Scholes was there with the PTA
contingent to help orient the artists to the new and sometimes strange surroundings, including trips to see
frozen waterfalls and a visit to the Native American community on the shores of Lake Cayuga. Reunions with
Margaret, Bob, Kerry, Larry, and Margo provided the opportunity to catch up on what were, in some cases,
years of news. There were many others, collectors, anthropologists, photographers, dealers, and journalists,
with whom we shared enlightening and thoroughly enjoyable conversations. But most of all, the opportunity
to spend time with John and Barbara Wilkerson was greatly appreciated. Their generosity, warmth, and
hospitality underlay the entire weekend. Not only did we enjoy the fruits of their connoisseurship, but we were
afforded introductions to a wide spectrum of their family, friends, and colleagues that enriched our experience,
and I want to use this opportunity to express my special gratitude to the Wilkersons for making this dramatic,
thought-provoking, and most rewarding experience possible. John and Barbara Wilkerson.
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In , at Papunya, a government-established Aboriginal relief camp in the desert heart of Australia, the Sydney
schoolteacher Geoffrey Bardon provided a group of ranking Aboriginal men with brushes and acrylic pigments, and
encouraged them to paint.

Jeff Cooper shares stories and images born of his encounters with birds and wildlife in their natural habitats
Thursday, August 8, Battle of the Desert Icons: Do you know what that is? The usual route of Highway 89
through Paige, Arizona was not an option since the road south of Paige was out of commission. As we drove
along 93 I was surprised to see a Joshua Tree. Are we in the Mojave Desert? I felt like I had just made a
Columbus-like discovery. My two favorite deserts were merging. I also did some speed birding at Tonaquint
Park in St George, but the most fun I had was the drive between those to birding spots. I did my best to
document the battle of the desert icons at several stops along the way. I had never seen a Joshua Tree and a
Saguaro anywhere near each other--they were always hundreds of miles apart until my first drive along
Highway I was quite impressed by how robust the Joshua Trees appeared and had a hard time deciding which
ones to photograph. I settled for the one below because of the Creosote Bushes in the foreground and the blue
sky in the background. Joshua Tree with Creosote Bushes in Foreground Yavapai County, AZ Further along
the road I saw evidence that these desert icons were actually trying to stake their territory by intimidating one
another. You can see that the Saguaro below has actually intimidated the young Joshuas to the point of them
bowing at its feet. Just meters away was a Joshua Tree sneaking up from behind on a still-confident Saguaro.
Joshua was raising his arms and preparing to unleash a terrifying scream on the unsuspecting Saguaro. After
witnessing and documenting the desert battle I was relieved to discover that one mighty Saguaro was
dedicated to providing direction to travelers along Highway He was very faithful in his service because he
was standing in the very same place on the way down to and back from Gilbert. Because I moved quickly I
had to be opportunistic with photos. The first willing subject was a female American Wigeon. I wanted to
report the band to the North American Bird Banding Program and learn where it was originally banded. I
submitted the image, band number, and location to www. I was hoping for an exotic location, but it turned out
that this goose was banded June 26, at Chaparral Park in Scottsdale, about 15 miles from where I
photographed the bird. Apparently, this bird returns to the same general area for the breeding season. B58 is a
female according to the bander. This one was very cooperative as I was hurrying back to my car after to begin
the road trip back to northern Utah. Prickly Pear Cactus on Highway 93 in Arizona Male Apache Cicadas were
using the "timbals" on the sides of their abdomens to make a lot of noise in hopes of attracting females. Adults
only live for a few weeks. This guy was quite noisy so I decided to capture an image. Cicadas are the only
bugs in the world that can sweat during the hottest days of summer. These cicadas spend most of their lives in
underground burrows, but individuals emerge in three to five year cycles to breed. They are not considered
pests and do not harm people. If a bird were to pick up a male cicada it would be in for quite a shock when the
cicada turns its whole body into a rattling noisemaker made of armor. Female cicadas, on the other hand might
become a delicious meal, especially if it were laden with eggs. I liked seeing them stand out with the light
yellow flowering stems. What other plants can be identified in this image? Please share what you see when
you leave a comment at the end of the post. The park was quite due to the lingering heat of the afternoon, but I
did hear the song of my favorite summertime passerine, a bright male Blue Grosbeak. I followed his song and
captured a few images before completing the last 3.
6: NeoVista Birds and Wildlife: Battle of the Desert Icons: Mojave vs Sonoran
Over art aficionados and enthusiasts came to celebrate the opening of DESERT ICONSâ€”an exhibition that is already
garnering national attention and taking the art world by storm.

7: Icons of the Desert: Early Aboriginal Paintings from Papunya - Grey Gallery
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Desert free vector icons in SVG, PSD, PNG, EPS format or as ICON FONT. Thousands of free icons on the largest
database of free vector icons! Download over 1, icons of desert in SVG, PSD, PNG, EPS format or as webfonts.

8: Exhibition â€” DESERT ICONS - Yucca Valley Arts Center
The official opening of the exhibition of Icons of the Desert: Early Aboriginal Paintings from Papunya took place at the
Herbert F. Johnson Museum at Cornell University in Ithaca NY over three days last weekend, February ,

9: â€œIcons of the Desertâ€• Opens | Aboriginal Art & Culture: an American eye
More Mythological Icons In addition to Quetzalcoatl, the outlined cross, Tlaloc, the Thunderbird and Kokopelli, many
other icons serve as important, and often poorly understood roles in the prehistory of the desert Southwest.
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